“Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”
– George Santayana

Almost President: The Men Who Lost the Race but Changed the Nation by Scott Farris [324.8 EleYf]

Read My Pins: Stories From a Diplomat’s Jewelbox by Madeleine Albright [Biography Albright]

The Black Count: Glory, Revolution, Betrayal, and the Real Count of Monte Cristo by Tom Reiss [Biography Dumas]

The Astronaut Wives Club: A True Story by Lily Koppel [629.45 Kop]

Good Brother, Bad Brother: The Story of Edwin Booth and John Wilkes Booth by James Cross Giblin [jB B643g]

Vanished Smile: The Mysterious Theft of the Mona Lisa by R.A. Scotti [364.162 Sco]

The Monster of Florence: A True Story by Douglas Preston [364.152 Pre]

Here is Where: Discovering America’s Great Forgotten History by Andrew Carroll [973 Car]

The Eighteen-Day Running Mate: McGovern, Eagleton and a Campaign in Crisis by Joshua M. Glasser [973.924 Gla]

Elizabeth and Mary: Cousins, Rivals, Queens by Jane Dunn [942.055 Dun]

Jane Boleyn: The True Story of the Infamous Lady Rochford by Julia Fox [Biography Boleyn]

One Summer: America, 1927 by Bill Bryson [973.91 Bry]

The Monuments Men: Allied Heroes, Nazi thieves and the Greatest Treasure Hunt in History by Robert Edsel [940.531 Eds]

- The Rape of Europa [DVD 940.531 Nic]
- Saving Italy: The Race to Rescue a Nation’s Treasures From the Nazis by Robert Edsel [940.534 Eds]
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